
Logolamp

Specifications

The LogoLamp is a patented and unique shaped bike light made of 
silicone material. The LogoLamp offers the unique possibility to create 
your own 3D-shape. A custom shape LogoLamp is already available from 
1.000 pieces. The LogoLamp can be produced with white and red light 
and is delivered with one or two pieces in a full colour printed blister.

Logolamp Custom
The LogoLamp Original Custom 
is a patented, uniquely shaped 
light for on your bike. It is made 
from silicon. It is easy to attach 
because of the hasp. Because 
of this it is perfect for marketing 
actions. At 1.000 pieces you can 
order the LogoLamp in every PMS 
colour and you can design an own 
closing. The LogoLamp is available 
with red and white light and can 
be packed per one or two in a full 
colour printed blister. 
MOQ:1.000

Logolamp Original
The LogoLamp is a patented and 
unique shaped bike light made of 
silicone material. The LogoLamp 
offers the unique possibility to 
create your own 3D-shape. A 
custom shape LogoLamp is already 
available from 1.000 pieces. The 
LogoLamp can be produced with 
white and red light and is delivered 
with one or two pieces in a full 
colour printed blister.

Logolamp Tullip
With the LogoLamp you have the 
unique possibility to choose your 
own closing. This could be in 2D 
or 3D. And could be printed. Then 
it becomes a real eye catcher. This 
one is available from 1.000 pieces 
and then it can also be made in 
two different colours silicon and 
every PMS colour. Measurements: 
1x3x15.5 cm. 
MOQ:1.000 

Logolamp Small
With the LogoLamp you have the 
unique possibility to choose your 
own closing. This could be in 2D 
or 3D. And could be printed. Then 
it becomes a real eye catcher. Own 
PMS possible from 3.000 pieces.  
Measurements: 4x2.5 cm. 
MOQ: 1000 sets.  

Examples of made products


